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Space Policy has evolved – and so has EO 

Space Policy 

• Mirrors the equilibrium of stakeholders

• Is inspired by the implementation of 

space programmes (bottom-up)

• Is linked to political agenda and 

priorities (top-down)

In Earth Observation (but not only), an 

evolution from an ESA – MS driven space 

policy towards an ESA – MS – EU space 

policy has taken place 

Copernicus is the prime example



The Beginnings of Civil Earth Observation I

Civil EO goes back to 1972 (Landsat-1)

Shortcomings of the first decades:

• Typically one-off satellites

• Difficult and costly data access

• Dominated by governmental needs

• Very little use by commercial entities or 

the general public

Landsat has been – and still is - a key 

US foreign policy instrument 

Landsat-1, US, 1972

Meteosat-1, Europe, 1978



The Beginnings of Civil Earth Observation II

Several “commercial” missions from the 

90s onwards

• Data analysis mainly done by a limited 

number of expert users

• EO missions defined and developed by 

science/space community; often 

technology driven

Defence emerging as major user of EO 

data



Emerging National Missions: Spot-1, France, 1986

Observing cities, roads, farmlands, natural disasters, 
security related features



The next step for Europe: ERS and Envisat

ERS and Envisat missions 1991-2012

• More than 2 Petabytes of data

• Two decades of global change records

• Many new application and services 

developed

Serving mostly science community
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The Dawn of Copernicus

At around 2000, Europe took stock of the 

situation and reflected on a way forward

Need for a new approach

GMES as a conceptual vision

(1998 Baveno manifesto)

16 years passed between conceptual vision 

and launch of the first satellite (Sentinel-1A)



Etna slopes

Users need long-term observations 



Missions developed by ESA
• S1: Radar Mission
• S2: High Resolution Optical Mission
• S3: Medium Resolution Imaging and Altimetry Mission
• S4: GEO Atmospheric Chemistry Mission
• S5P/S5: LEO Atmospheric Chemistry Missions
• S6 [Jason-CS]: Altimetry Mission

plus 30-40 Missions developed/operated 
by contributing partners  

Copernicus covers all observation techniques



Sentinel-1A : 
Free, web-enabled satellite data for everyone

Free and open access

sentinels.copernicus.eu

Some statistics (10 Dec 2015):

• 16,900 registered users
• > 349,000 products available
• 2,825,684 image downloads, 

representing 
• 3.36 PB of data

Sentinel 2A data available since 
December

© Thinkstock by Getty Images 



The Landsat Experience (USGS)
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A New Era of Earth Observation

First EO Revolution:

• WWW, broadband data networks,

GIS, desktop processing

Second EO Revolution:

• cloud computing, crowd sourcing,

big data, new generation mapping tools, 

EO APPs

Wide uptake by users; intrinsic part of 

everyday life (often without noticing!)



2026-2030 potential 
Copernicus benefits = 

€ 130 B or around 

€ 6.9 B / year = 

0.2% of the EU current 
annual GDP

- “Money where it matters – how the EU budget 
delivers value to you” 

EC, MEMO/11/469, Brussels, 29 June 2011

1 € spent by European tax 
payer on Copernicus
→ public return of 10€
can be expected

- “The Socio-Economic Benefits of GMES”
ESPI report 39, November 2011

EO creates economic growth and jobs

Creation of up to
83.000 jobs
- Former Vice President of the European Commission, 

Antonio Tajani

based on free and open 
data policy



European Cooperation in Space

Advent of GMES and Galileo led to European 

enhanced cooperation in space

• Copernicus Agreement 1 in 2008 (FP 7)

• Copernicus Agreement 2 in 2014 (MFF)

Stronger role of EU in space (Art 189 TFEU)



European Cooperation in Space

Copernicus Regulation sets clear roles for EU and ESA

• EU/EC political leader and leader of Copernicus overall

• EC in charge of services, concluded agreements with relevant partners

• ESA defines “overall system architecture for the Copernicus space 

component and its evolution on the basis of user requirements, coordinated 

by the Commission.”

• ESA develops first generation satellites and ground segment

• ESA operates some of them (S1/2/3Land/S5P); EUMETSAT others

• ESA procures other EO data needed for Copernicus (‘Contributing Missions’)



European Space Strategy / Space Policy 

EC and ESA have both been requested to develop space strategy in 2016 

EC plans to publish a Communication in Oct, ESA a CMIN document in Dec



European Space Strategy / Policy 

What is important ? 

• It has to reflect the new European reality

• It has to be clear and simple

• It has to be well accepted 

What can EO bring into the debate ?

• Almost 50 years of EO programme 

experience since Meteosat-1 

• Balance of 3 key players: MSs, ESA, EU 

(plus EUM for meteorology)

• Copernicus

• EU-ESA Copernicus Agreement and ESA-

EUM cooperation as ‘tested models’



Learning Lessons from Copernicus

What is working well ? 

• Roles of EU, ESA, EUM, MSs – well 

established and agreed

• EU-ESA co-funding is essential

• Procurement process

• System definition and evolution – case of 

CO2

What can be improved ?

• Transition from R&D (ESA) to operational 

(EU) funding regime

• Schedule and coherence of funding decisions 



Thank you for your attention
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